I. INTRODUCTION

I
N WIRELESS mobile networks, fading constitutes one of the main sources of channel-induced impairment. A powerful technique of overcoming the fading imposed by multipath propagation is constituted by spatial diversity invoking multiple-transmit/multiple-receive antennas, which has attracted considerable research interests [1] , [2] . Furthermore, the substantial appeal of MIMOs is that their capacity linearly increases with the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), as opposed to the more modest logarithmic increment of the classic Shannon-Hartley Law, which may readily be elucidated by assigning the increased transmit power to an additional antenna and, therefore, linearly increasing the throughput [3] . However, in realistic propagation environments, the multiple antenna's signals typically become correlated, owing to the size limitation of the mobile station (MS) and base station (BS). Hence, the spatial diversity gain of independently faded signals is often eroded. This phenomenon is typically imposed by shadow fading. To cope with this problem, various cooperative and relay station (RS)-aided transmission schemes have been proposed [4] - [6] . In low-complexity cooperative systems, an MS receives the two-hop downlink (DL) signal via both the RS and the directly detected DL signal of the BS. Since these two signals generally arrive through completely different-rather than correlated-propagation paths, cooperative transmission becomes capable of mitigating the aforementioned correlated shadow fading effects. Furthermore, exploiting the intermediate RS, cooperative transmission has the potential of extending the cell area and/or improving the quality of cell-edge coverage, which results in requiring a reduced number of BSs. The RS in cooperative systems filters the signal received from the BS and retransmits it to the MS. The relaying schemes are commonly classified into two types, i.e., the amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) regimes [5] , [6] . In the AF scheme, the RS simply retransmits the scaled version of the encountered signal; hence, the noise component may also be amplified. By contrast, the DF-aided RS fully decodes the received signal and forwards the reencoded version to avoid the noise amplification. However, the DF strategy undoubtedly increases the complexity of RSs. In the cooperative or distributed MIMO scenarios, the RS may be constituted by an intermediate MS that is currently not engaged in active communication or by a fixed RS that is installed at a specific position in a cell. However, for the sake of creating high-reliability RSs, in this treatise, we consider fixed RSs [6] . It is also assumed that there is a line-of-sight (LOS) path between the RS and the BS [6] and that the required initial procedures have been completed, before commencing the stage of RS-aided code acquisition.
In intercell synchronous code-division multiple-access (CDMA) systems, the MS's receiver must be capable of synchronously aligning a locally generated pseudonoise (PN) code, with the received composite multiuser signal containing the desired PN sequence within an allowable timing error. Our analysis addresses the initial acquisition stage of CDMA DL systems, aiming for the acquisition of the coarse timing of the signals received. During the initial acquisition stage, the MS is unable to employ any channel-related information. Therefore, the received signals can only noncoherently be combined by employing equal gain combining, rather than using selection combining, as suggested in [9] . Hence, our aim is to minimize the mean acquisition time (MAT), which is directly proportional to both the correct detection probability P D and the time required by the acquisition scheme to notice after the elapse of the code phase verification period that a false-locking event occurred and then to return to the search mode. The uncertainty region (or search window width) in the DL corresponds to the entire period of the PN sequence, which tends to be quite wide, i.e., on the order of the code length, such as (2 15 − 1) chip intervals in the intercell synchronous CDMA DL [10] , [11] . Accordingly, the MAT is minimized in terms of serial search techniques by achieving the best possible P D while maintaining as low a value of false alarm probability P F and false-locking penalty as possible. Substantial research efforts have been devoted to the design of code acquisition techniques optimized for single-input-single-output (SISO) scenarios [12] , [13] . These efforts have also been extended to code acquisition schemes designed for MIMO systems having colocated antenna elements [14] - [16] . These results suggest that increasing the number of transmit antennas in a noncoherent (NC) MIMOaided CDMA system having colocated antenna elements typically results in a MAT performance degradation, due to sharing the total transmit power across several MIMO elements, regardless whether single-or multipath scenarios are considered [14] - [16] , even if the associated degradation is partially compensated by increasing the number of receiver elements. Since there are no in-depth studies representing the fundamental characteristics of code acquisition schemes in RS-aided scenarios in the context of multipath propagation scenarios, solving this open problem is the objective of the present contribution. Against this background, in this treatise, we investigate serial-searchbased code acquisition schemes designed for fixed RS-aided scenarios. More explicitly, we quantify both the attainable P D and the P F performance as a function of both the SINR per chip (E c /I 0 ) and the number of receive antennas R. Furthermore, we characterize the attainable MAT-versus-(E c /I 0 ) performance parameterized by the grade of link imbalance and the number of receive antennas and RSs in both single-and multipath scenarios. This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the system investigated, followed by the correct detection and false alarm probability analysis of code acquisition schemes in the context of uncorrelated Rayleigh channels. The MAT analysis of fixed RS-aided scenarios is illustrated in Section III. In Section IV, our numerical MAT results are discussed. Our conclusions are offered in Section V.
II. CORRECT DETECTION AND FALSE
ALARM PROBABILITY First, our three-stage code acquisition scheme employed in RS-aided intercell synchronous DS-CDMA DL systems is summarized here.
• another signaling message termed as M 2 among the slave RSs and the MSs, timing acquisition is accomplished within a previously established cluster. A new broadcast DL channel is used for distributing the cluster assignment or grouping information. More specifically, the grouping information includes the assignment of slave RSs and unique identification information for each element of the cluster. Based on the information provided by the broadcast channel, the M 2 messages are exchanged to establish timing acquisition among the constituents of a specific cluster. Our analysis in this treatise is essentially confined to the second stage designed for employment in an RS-aided code acquisition scheme. Fig. 1 shows a number of code acquisition scenarios encountered in fixed RS-aided environments, when considering one or two RSs. The traffic cell of Fig. 1 is divided into three sectors, and a fixed RS is employed in each sector. We assume that both the BS and the RS of Fig. 1 have a single transmit antenna, except for the colocated MIMO-element scenario having two transmit antennas. It is also assumed that both the BS and the master RSs are capable of supporting handovers and that the master RSs are capable of supporting AF and DF, and pilot transmission. Furthermore, we also assume that the slave RSs are capable of supporting AF, DF, and signaling message transmissions for the RS-aided cluster, whereas other slave RSs may only support AF and signaling message transmission, and that only low-speed MSs can be included in a cluster aided by slave RSs. The top right sector of Fig. 1 depicts three scenarios, where the total allocated power is equally shared by the transmit antennas in both the colocated and cooperative transmission scenarios (termed as the "normalized-power scenario" 1 ).
• Scenario (1) of Fig. 1 : The MS receives the DL signals from both the RS located at the same sector's center and the BS, and processes them to attain reliable code acquisition.
• Scenario (2) benchmarker. By contrast, in both the fourth and fifth scenarios, it is assumed that the total allocated power is also proportionately increased according to the number of RSs (referred to as the "increasedpower scenario"
2 ).
• Scenario (4) Fig. 1 , also arrives at the MS at a substantial signal strength. Furthermore, in the fifth case, this particular MS has to combine the signals received from all the three transmitters for the sake of reliable code acquisition. The average strength of the RS's signal varies, depending on the location of the MS. Explicitly, when the MS is located near the cell edge, the signal received from the RS generally has higher signal strength with respect to that of the BS, which results in the phenomenon often referred to as link imbalance between the signals received by the MS.
We assume that a finite-length tapped delay line channel model generates L independently Rayleigh-faded multipath signals, each arriving with a time delay τ l having a tap spacing of one chip duration [17] , [18] , where l = L is the number of multipath components encountered. It is also assumed that the Rayleigh fading is sufficiently slow for the faded envelope to remain constant over the duration of τ D = N · T c but sufficiently rapid, so that the consecutive τ D -duration segments may be considered essentially independently faded, as in [10] and [19] , where τ D indicates the integral dwell time, N represents the number of chips accumulated over the duration of τ D , and T c is the chip duration. Furthermore, the Neyman-Pearson criterion [10] , [20] is adopted, which leads to a constant falsealarm rate. This is because, as a benefit of normalizing the received signal by the background noise variance estimate, the fading channel's attenuation no longer affects the outcome of a test, regardless whether the desired signal is present or absent. The resultant scenario and the related test becomes reminiscent of an additive White Gaussian noise (AWGN) scenario. Consequently, in line with the findings of [10] and [19] , the mobile channel only affects the P D performance. In case of a colocated MIMO scenario, the spacing of the multiple transmit elements at the BS is deemed to be 10λ, and that of the multiple receive elements at the MS is assumed to be 0.5λ [21] . Accordingly, it is assumed that there is no spatial correlation among the DL signals emanating from the colocated P transmit antennas. On the other hand, in case of a cooperative MIMO scenario, the spacing of the multiple receive elements at the MS is also assumed to be 0.5λ [21] . Finally, we note that the analysis of our code acquisition schemes is valid for both space-time coding [1] and spatial division multiplexing [22] MIMOs.
The fixed RS-aided DS-CDMA DL signal received over the multipath Rayleigh fading channel considered may be expressed as [14] 
where p = P is the number of RSs and BS, r = R is the number of receive antennas, and α (p,l,r) represents the complex-valued envelope of the (p, l, r)th signal path obeying the Rayleigh distribution. Furthermore, E c denotes the pilot signal energy per PN code chip, c(t) represents a common PN sequence having a cell-specific code-phase offset, and d is the code phase offset with respect to the phase of the local code. Still considering (1), w p (t) identifies the specific Walsh code assigned to the pth RS, τ p indicates the relative time difference of the signal received from an RS with respect to the signal received from the BS, f is the carrier frequency, and finally, φ is the carrier phase of a specific user's modulator. Furthermore, I (p,l,r) (t) is the complex-valued AWGN having a double-sided power spectral density of I 0 at the (p, l, r)th path. It is also noted that, in the normalized-power scenario, a factor denoted as 1/P must be included in (1) due to equal sharing of the total allocated power. On the other hand, this factor must be omitted in the increasedpower scenario. For the sake of fair comparison, it is assumed that, in the absence of link imbalance, the total power received by the MS in RS-aided scenarios is the same as that of the corresponding multiple-transmit-antenna-aided scenario for the normalized-power scenario. In the increased-power scenario, it is assumed that, in the absence of a link imbalance, the total power received by the MS in RS-aided scenarios is the same as that of the corresponding multiple-receive-antenna-assisted scenarios. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the NC DS-CDMA DL receiver designed for our code acquisition scheme using R colocated receive antennas, where the first dotted box at the top of Fig. 2 can be considered to be a single-transmit/ multiple-receive-antenna-aided receiver. Additionally, the related colocated multiple-transmit/multiple-receive-antennaaided schematic is detailed in [14] . The receiver generates a decision variable by accumulating R number of independently faded signals observed over a time interval for the sake of improving the P D in the mobile channel imposing both fading and poor SINR conditions. To simplify the receiver's structure, we omitted the front-end downconverter, the chip-matched filter, and the sampler and descrambler of the PN code. Further details on the related schemes may be found in [23] . Let us now consider the effects of both the timing errors τ and the total frequency mismatch Δf t on the received signal. The timing [16] . By employing the procedures proposed in [14] and [23] in the context of the receiver structure of Fig. 2 , the final decision variable may be written as
where k denotes the kth chip's sampling instant; Z (k,p,l) is a decision variable of the (p, l)th path, which constitutes an element of the final decision variables Z 1 , . . . , Z P in Fig. 2 ; and S (k,p,l)(r) = (1/T c )
If the PN codes have ideal autocorrelation functions (ACFs), where the ACFs have identical sidelobes as maximum-length shift register sequences [10] , S (k,p,l)(r) can be expressed as N · exp(j2πN Δf t ) for the signal being present. On the other hand, in case of the signal being absent, it can be shown to be −1 · exp(j2πN ΔF t ). Therefore, S (k,p,l)(r) becomes deterministic [14] , [23] , whereas I (k,p,l)(r) is the complex-valued AWGN having zero means and variances of σ 2 = 2 for both their real and imaginary parts. Furthermore, · 2 represents the Euclidean norm of the complex-valued argument, and the factor of 1/ √ 2 is employed to appropriately normalize the noise variance. Accordingly, decision variable Z (k,p,l)(r) obeys a noncentral chi-square probability density function (pdf) with 2R degrees of freedom, where noncentrality parameter λ x is either 2N (E c /I 0 ) for the hypothesis of the desired signal being present (H x , x = 1) or (2/N )(E c /I 0 ) for it being absent (H x , x = 0) [14] . This pdf is given by [18] 
where z ≥ 0, x = 0 or 1, and I 0 (·) is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function. Our aim now is to express the pdf of a desired user signal at the output of the acquisition scheme conditioned on the presence of the desired signal in f Z (k,p,l) (z|H x ) derived for transmission over a spatially uncorrelated Rayleigh channel. In this scenario, E c is multiplied by the square of the Rayleighdistributed fading amplitude β, which exhibits a chi-square distribution having two degrees of freedom, and it is hence expressed as f (β) = (e [10] . Therefore, first, the pdf f Z (k,p,l)(r) (z|H x , β), which corresponds to β conditioned on the hypothesis of the desired signal being transmitted over an AWGN channel having this specific SINR, is weighted by the probability of occurrence f (β) of encountering β, as quantified by the pdf. The resultant product is then averaged over its legitimate range of −∞ ∼ ∞, yielding
where the effects of both timing errors and frequency mismatches are encapsulated by the definition of (E c /I 0 ) , and the corresponding noncentrality parameter λ x ≡ λ x σ 2 is either 2N (E c /I 0 ) when the desired signal is deemed to be present (x = 1) or (2/N )(E c /I 0 ) when it is deemed to be absent (x = 0). We also define μ x = (2 + λ x ), which physically represents a new biased noncentrality parameter. Further details on the related calculations and derivations can be found in [14] and [15] . When using the procedures outlined in [14] , finally, decision variables Z (k,p,l) are constituted by the sum of R number of independent variables according to Z (k,p,l) = R r=1 Z (k,p,l)(r) , whereas the desired signal's pdf may be formulated using the procedure outlined in [14] and [15] as
where Γ(·) is the Gamma function. Then, the P D or P F corresponding to x = 1 or 0, respectively, may be expressed as
where θ is a threshold value. On the other hand, in case of colocated MIMOs, the P D or P F corresponding to x = 1 or 0, respectively, is obtained as [14] - [16] 
By employing (10) and (11), the transfer functions required for calculating the achievable MAT of both the fixed RS-aided and colocated scenarios will be derived in the forthcoming section.
III. MAT ANALYSIS OF CODE ACQUISITION IN RS-AIDED SCENARIOS
The length of the PN sequence in our system was also assumed to be (2 15 − 1) · T c , as in the DL of the intercell synchronous CDMA-2000 system [14] , [15] , for instance, where the chip duration is T c = 1/1.2288 μs. In the case of code acquisition contrived for the DS-CDMA DL, the main design goal is to acquire coarse timing of the first received signal path impinging at the receiver since this timing information is used as that of the reference finger of the Rake receiver. In [10] and [11] , explicit MAT formulas were provided for a single-antenna-aided serial-search-based code acquisition scheme. There is a difference between a single-and colocated MIMO-aided and an RS-assisted scheme in terms of analyzing the MAT, because a signal received from an RS is a timedelayed version of that directly received from the BS. Hence, the independently fading multiple signal replicas received from the RSs cannot directly be combined, as opposed to the colocated MIMO-element scenarios [14] - [16] . Groups of multipath components received from a BS and RS(s) may or may not overlap, depending on the path delays experienced. However, for the sake of simplifying our analysis, we assume that every group of multipath components is nonoverlapping and that each arrives with a time delay that is an integer multiple of the chip duration τ p , because the derivation of the exact MAT formula can be simplified without grave inaccuracies, when the uncertainty region may be assumed to be substantially wide, such as (2 15 − 1) chips. 3 In terms of deriving both the P D and the P F based on invoking multiple receive antennas, we will commence our discourse by analyzing the MAT performance of code acquisition schemes employing double-dwell serial search (DDSS) [10] - [12] , [14] - [16] . We assume that, in each chip duration T c , α number of correct timing hypotheses, which are spaced by T c /α, are tested, instead of just a single hypothesis. Hence, the number of legitimate locking positions to be tested is increased by a factor of α. Moreover, as mentioned in Section II, when the L multipath signals arrive at time delays, which are integer multiples of chip duration τ l , then the relative frequency of the signal being present is increased L-fold. Similarly, the relative frequency of the signal being present is increased by a factor of P , which is proportional to the total number of RSs and BS P . The required transfer functions [10] , [11] are defined as follows: The entire successful detection-related transfer function H D (z) encompasses all the branches of a state diagram [10] , [11] , which leads to successful detection. Furthermore, H 0 (z) indicates the absence of the desired user signal at the output of the acquisition scheme, whereas H M (z) represents the overall miss probability of a search run carried out across the entire uncertainty region. The related processes are detailed for DDSS in [11] , [12] , [14] , and [15] . Then, it may be shown that the generalized expression derived for computing the MAT of the DDSS scheme is given by [10] and [17] 
where H x (z)| x=D,M, or 0 is a derivative of H x (z)| x=D,M, or 0 , ν represents the total number of uncertainty positions to be searched, and τ D1 denotes the first dwell time. Again, the exact MAT formula can be simplified, if ν is significantly higher than the number of H 1 states, where H 1 represents that the signal may be deemed to be present [17] . Therefore, to simplify our numerical performance analysis, we adopted the specific approximation of the exact MAT expression proposed in [17] . Explicitly, since each resolvable path contributes two H 1 hypotheses, and because the average P D associated with these two hypotheses is the same, the overall miss probability of the DDSS scheme in the fixed RS-aided scenario may be expressed as
where P Dx(p,l,ζ) | x=1,or2 represent the P D of both the search and the verification modes of the DDSS arrangements, respectively. On the other hand, the overall miss probability of 
where P Dx(l,ζ) | x=1 or 2 are the P D of both the search and verification modes of the DDSS arrangements, respectively. The H 0 (1) value of the DDSS scheme is expressed as
where K denotes the false-locking penalty factor expressed in terms of the number of chip intervals required by an auxiliary device for recognizing that the code-tracking loop is still unlocked, and m represents the exponent of z in the verification mode. Furthermore, P F x | x=1 or 2 represents the P F in both the search and verification modes of the DDSS scheme, respectively.
IV. NUMERICAL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE RESULT
In this section, we will characterize the MAT performance of the cooperative MIMO-aided DS-CDMA code acquisition scheme of Fig. 2 . In Table I , we outlined the maximum SINR degradation imposed by both the Doppler shift and the frequency drift between the transmitter and receiver oscillators, in conjunction with the coherent integration interval durations τ D shown in the code acquisition schematic of Fig. 2 . The number of chips over which the integrator of Fig. 2 sums the square of the envelope detector's output in both the search and verification modes of DDSS is assumed to be 64 and 256 in the scenarios having one and two RSs, and R = 1, 2, and 4 receive antennas. In the colocated MIMO scenario, we assume having the same number of chips in both the search and verification modes. The values of the link imbalance between the BS and the one-or two-RS-aided scenario are assumed to be 0, 3, or 6 dB. Additionally, we assumed that there is no link imbalance between the two RSs. The spreading factor of the Walsh code to be acquired was selected to be 128. The frequency drift was assumed to be 1000 Hz [10] , whereas the carrier frequency was 1.9 GHz. As an example of a high mobile speed, it is reasonable to postulate 160 km/h. We also assumed that the sampling inaccuracy caused by having a finite, rather than infinitesimally low, search step size of Δ = T c /2 was −0.91 dB, which is a typical value for the search step size [10] , [11] . Furthermore, in case of Δ = T c /2, the effect of cell correlation becomes modest [24] ; hence, it is reasonable to assume that two consecutive cells are uncorrelated. The total Fig. 3 . MAT-versus-SINR-per-chip performance of the code acquisition system for DDSS parameterized with the number of paths for one RS and for colocated P = 1 and 2 transmit antennas (normalized-power scenario).
uncertainty region of code acquisition was assumed to entail 2 * (2 15 − 1) = 65 534 hypotheses. Finally, in the spirit of [11] , the false-locking penalty factor was assumed to be 1000 chip durations. Both single-and multipath scenarios were considered. Each of the three paths of the multipath scenario arrived with a relative time delay of one chip, and the magnitudes of the first, second, and third received paths are 3 and 6 dB lower, respectively, than that of the LOS path of the single-path scenario. All paths were assumed to be present in a given search window. All the performance curves have been obtained at the optimum decision threshold of E c /I 0 = −13 dB designed for the code acquisition scheme. The operational range of the two-RS scenario was assumed to be 3 dB lower than that of the single-RS scenario, because it is highly likely that the former may be situated near the cell edge. Fig. 3 characterizes the MAT-versus-(E c /I 0 ) performance of the DDSS code acquisition arrangement parameterized with the number of paths for a single RS and for P = 2 colocated transmit antennas. A BS having a single transmit antenna is also considered to be a benchmarker. In Figs. 3-7 , "L1" denotes a single-path scenario, whereas "L3" presents the scenario of encountering three paths. When considering Fig. 3 , "P 2R1Lx| x=1 or 3 : 0 dB" represents a cooperative transmission scenario (i.e., scenario (1) of Fig. 1 ), whereas "P 2R1Lx| x=1 or 3 " indicates a colocated transmission scenario (i.e., scenario (2) of Fig. 1 ). Furthermore, in Figs. 4-7 , the solid lines indicate the MAT curves recorded for RS-aided transmissions, whereas the dotted lines represent the MAT curves of our benchmarker. The effects of the different link imbalance values of 0, 3, and 6 dB are clearly visible in all the figures. When considering the normalized-power scenario, the solid line denoted as "P 2R1L1" in Fig. 3 illustrates a similar MAT performance to the "P 1R1L1" arrangement right across the entire E c /I 0 range. The solid line denoted as "P 2R1L1 : 0 dB" indicates the worst MAT performance among all the three cases considered, suggesting that the multipath diversity does not lead to any MAT performance gain. In case of the three-path scenario, the number of successful detection states was increased by a factor of L = 3, but despite of this, the MAT performance of this three-path scenario became worse than that of the single-path scenario. The dotted line denoted as "P 1R1L3" in Fig. 3 exhibits the best achievable MAT performance among all the three cases. This is because a low "per-path power" of the P = 2 transmitter scenario leads to a low acquisition performance in the multipath scenario. Even in the case of "P 2R1L3," we attain no diversity gain, because the performance degradation imposed by the low per-branch power of both transmit and multipath diversity becomes more drastic. Similarly to the single-path case, the "P 2R1L3 : 0 dB" scenario represents the worst performance. Accordingly, in the normalized-power scenario, sharing a given total transmit power at the BS by multiple transmit antennas becomes detrimental in terms of the MAT performance, in most practical scenarios. The related in-depth analysis can be found in [14] - [16] . The increased-power scenarios are analyzed in Figs. 4-7 . Fig. 4 shows the achievable MAT-versus-SINR-per-chip performance of the DDSS code acquisition scheme parameterized with both the grade of link imbalance and the number of receive antennas for a single RS and a single propagation path. Observe in Fig. 4 that, when the link imbalance is decreased, we experience an improved MAT performance. In case of having no link imbalance, the MAT performance approaches that of having two receive antennas. On the other hand, in case of having a 6-dB imbalance, only a marginal diversity gain is achieved; hence, the attainable MAT performance improvement also becomes negligible. Fig. 5 characterizes the MAT-versus-SINR-per-chip performance of the code acquisition scheme having exactly the same parameters as those considered in Fig. 4 , except that the scenario has three paths. Similarly to the conclusions of Fig. 4 , as the link imbalance is decreased, all the curves shown in Fig. 5 indicate an improved MAT performance and vice versa. The aforementioned conclusions explicitly demonstrate that employing a single RS is beneficial in terms of the achievable MAT performance, and as expected, the achievable improvements depend on the value of the link imbalance, regardless whether single-or multipath scenarios are considered. However, using a single RS cannot guarantee maintaining a high diversity gain due to the fluctuation of the RS's link quality.
For comparison, Figs. 6 and 7 characterize the achievable MAT-versus-SINR-per-chip performance of the DDSS code acquisition scheme parameterized with both the value of link imbalance and the number of receive antennas, when considering two RSs in both a single-path (Fig. 6 ) and a threepath scenario (Fig. 7) , respectively. The results of Figs. 6 and 7 also exhibit similar MAT performance trends, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, although the degree of achievable performance improvements is higher than that of the single-RS scenario. To elaborate on the preceding results a little further, in case of a 0-dB imbalance, the MAT performance attained becomes better than that of the benchmarker supported by R = 2 or 4 receive antennas but no RS. Even a link imbalance of 6 dB is capable of ensuring a similar performance to that of the benchmarker. Therefore, owing to the random fluctuation of the link quality, the employment of two RSs might be beneficial to achieve a substantial performance improvement in RS-aided scenarios. In comparison to the detrimental effects of distributing the total transmit power over several colocated and cooperative transmit antennas, as shown in Fig. 3 and [14] - [16] , based on Figs. 4-7, characterizing the increased-power scenario, we infer that RSaided scenarios benefit from higher multipath diversity gains. In case of employing multiple colocated receive antennas at the MS, an additional receiver diversity gain is also achieved. Accordingly, by exploiting an appropriate combination of RSaided transmissions and multiple colocated MS receive antennas, in the scenarios considered, our scheme is capable of attaining a better performance than the benchmarker scheme benefiting from having four colocated MS receive antennas. It is worth mentioning, furthermore, that increasing the number of RSs used explicitly increases the number of independently fading multipath components by a factor of P . However, this assumption implicitly expects that the extra transmit power required can indeed be provided by the RS. It is also noted that, in practice, the size limitation of the MS restricts the number of DL receive antennas. To exploit the beneficial characteristics of cooperative transmissions, assigning additional power to each additional transmit antenna becomes inevitable during the initial code acquisition stage. The importance of postinitial acquisition [14] -which is capable of identifying the timing instants of the affordable-complexity-dependent number of delayed and independently fading received signal paths to be combined by a Rake receiver-is also worth exploring further. This is particularly so in the code acquisition schemes designed for ultrawideband systems, owing to the inherent presence of an extremely high number of multipath components [25] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered RS-aided distributed DL MIMOs and the benefits of receive diversity in code acquisition schemes operating in the intercell synchronous CDMA DL. In contrast to the detrimental effects of sharing the total transmit power across multiple transmit antennas in both colocated and cooperative MIMO element-based scenarios, as described in Fig. 3 and in [14] - [16] , our analysis based on Figs. 4-7 explicitly shows that, in the absence of link imbalance, the achievable MAT performance of RS-aided distributed DL MIMOs approaches that of classic receive diversity schemes benefiting for multiple independently fading MS receive antenna elements, when considering the same total diversity order. Naturally, the performance of the acquisition schemes employing multiple colocated transmit antenna elements erodes in the presence of correlated shadow fading, whereas that of the RS-aided scheme is expected to remain unaffected, provided that the RS is sufficiently far from the MS. On the other hand, in a scenario of having a high link imbalance, only marginal MAT performance gains may be achieved, regardless whether single-or multipath propagation scenarios are considered. Hence, for the sake of exploiting the diversity benefits of RS-aided transmissions, the employment of at least two RSs might be recommended. When additionally invoking multiple colocated and yet independently fading receive antennas at the MS, further diversity gains may be achieved.
